
• Midterm exams  
!
• 2 Part-time teachers 
!
• Beth and Ceciliah start 

Montessori training 
!
• Uniforms at last! 
!
• More maintenance of       

the school                       

• Another disabled child 
sponsored  
!
• Results from donated art 
!
• Trip to hotel with pool 
!
• Otherwise… 
!
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As always, life at ABA School is moving at high speed.  
!
We are learning by doing and getting better at organising ourselves each day with all the different activities 
that are going on. !!
Creating a new timetable to fit the staff has been a challenge, but finally we have landed on something that 
now seems to be working. Ceciliah and Beth go to Montessori training Thursdays and Saturdays, our new 
part time teacher Trisah is working 50% and I am all of a sudden the PE (physical education) and Arts and 
Crafts teacher (!) Our adult student Kache is still teaching the kids traditional dancing two hours a week and 
we are hoping to have a performance ready for the parents towards the end of the month.!!
Thanks again to all of you who have donated to our project! I have repeated this many times, but your 
contributions reach so far down here.  For the people who are donating on a regular basis, the staff will now 
be writing letters to you about their daily lives and expressing their immense appreciation. I will send 
scanned letters to the sponsors by email and for those of you who wish to write them back, they would be 
very happy to hear about your lives as well, but this is only if you have the time. !!
The kids are so happy and watching them become more confidant and curious individuals for each day is 
absolutely magic. !!
Enjoy our February newsletter!!!
- ABA Crew!!!
Kindergarden students napping after lunch.!

!!!!
!



Midterm exams !
Last week the kids had their midterm exams. In general many of them are struggling with the Kiswahili 
subject (not their mother tongue, even though it is the language they use at school). They also need more 
practise in reading english, but other than that, they are doing pretty good according to their grade. !!
Since we now have 3 teachers 3 days a week, those of the students who need extra assistance in certain 
subjects are given special attention.!!
The examinable subjects are: Math, English/language, Kiswahili, science, social studies, religious studies.!

Beth and class 1 students                                              Maggie!

 Extra classroom in the hallway         Reyson                                              Saida!!!
!
!
!



Day to day… 

Saidi, Christian and Mbaya                          Trisah, Ceciliah and Beth planning midterms!

Ceciliah and class 2                                           Kids playing games!

Lindsay, new black board                                            Reyson handstand           !

!
!
!
!
!
!



Trisah and Lindsay - new part time teachers !
Trisah started working with us last month and is now getting familiar with the kids and the rest of our crazy 
staff. She just finished her diploma as a ECDE (Early Childhood Education Teacher) so this is her first 
teaching job, which she is totally acing! She seems to be loving it and we are for sure loving her!!

Trisah and Ceciliah.                                                                        Trisah with the kids on out outing to a hotel.!!
Despite my broken swahili, I am teaching the kids Physical Education and Arts and Crafts. This is a great 
challenge for me and my sign language has never been better! After my first PE lesson, two of the kids were 
bleeding and the rest were exhausted - I´m choosing to call those very good signs of hard work :)  Below are 
pictures from art class a few weeks ago. Fascinating to me, some of the kids did not know how to use a 
scissors…! !

    !!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mbaya                            Lindsay                              Christian                           Murimi!

     Salma                                         The chaos…   !!
!



Beth and Ceciliah start Montessori training 
!

A while back Beth was sick with Typhoid so the teachers training got put on hold. However she is now 
healthy and they go to training every Thursday and Saturday a total of 16 hours a week. Originally they were 
supposed to go 4 hours per day, but this turned out to be difficult for our timetable and economy so they will 
instead catch up “lost study time” in vacations. In august they sit for their exams and so far they are very 
inspired by what they are learning. !

Ceciliah and Beth studying!!!
They have also moved some of the classes outdoors, this is from a math lesson:!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
!

The 7 month teachers 
education for both of 
them together costs:!!
70.000 KES/ !
800 USD/!
4.800 NOK



Uniforms at last! 
!

In Kenya, uniforms are a big deal. It shows the community where the child belongs, the parents also take 
pride in showing that their child attends school (as so many kids don´t).!
Ingvilds mother Unn-Irene has sponsored a uniform for all the kids and Pernille Hauge has sponsored shoes 
and socks. Thank so much to both of you!!

!
Sophy and Tina in new uniforms (that have become a bit dirty…)



More maintenance of the school 
!

Heading towards cooler weather and hopefully more rain, we have kept ourselves busy preparing for the 
season by collecting seeds, putting up gutters to direct rain water, investing in a 500 litre water tank, roofing 
the toilets and planning the garden. We also decided to build a small kibanda (makuti/wood house) so that 
we don´t have to eat in the hallway and also good to use as an extra class room.!!
Beths her brother Paul was visiting for a few weeks so together with Annet they have almost finished our little 
projects. !

!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 !!!!!

Annet                                       Paul                                                    Tree growing inside the toilet !!! !!!!!!

Annet and Paul working while Beth, Ceciliah and the kids are 
having an outdoor class!

Paul



Toilet 

Toilet before, missing right door and roof                       In the making of roof and door!

Almost finished, the door needs adjustments, also hard to see, roof is  part steel and part transparent plastic.!

To the left is the toilet we are all using. The hole is very big for the kids and many of them fear using it. We 
are planning to buy a second hand squatting toilet and cementing it over the gap. This will be girls toilet.!
On the right is the other toilet that just has a small hole. We are planning to make the hole bigger and making 
the same solution as the other one, this for the boys. (See the small toilet chairs for out little ones.)!!! !



In progress 

Transparent!
plastic 

The roof area above the door has been 
replaced by transparent plastic sheets as 
we have no electricity and are lacking light 
inside the building. !
The front and left side of the roof has 
gutters that come together on the left 
corner, leading the water into the building 
through a hole in the wall.Water 

tank

On the left side of the building is 
where we are now building a small 
wood/makuti house to use for dining 
area and extra class room.!!
On the wall we have now a project 
with the kids making vertical garden 
from used plastic bottles

This is where the path to our school brings 
you, but you actually have to go around the 
building to enter the school. We don´t use 
this area much and will be planting food 
plants that are good to eat, but not sweet 
enough for our crazy neighbours to steel at 
night. Different greens and maize will be 
planted here.

Here is our play area. We are 
planning to build more play 
equipment like swings, monkey bars, 
etc. This is something it would be 
great for volunteers to help us with!!!
We are also planting flowers along 
the sides of the plot border. The seed 
bank is growing, but I forgot to take 
pics I just realised….

Entrance



!
Collecting rain water 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!
More light finally 

The tank was to big to fit 
through our door so we had to 
take it through the roof! !!
We are not finished with the 
pipe connection inside, but on 
the left you can see the hole 
and the pipe that will connect to 
the tank. Good thing we have a 

We replaced on of the steel 
sheets with a transparent 
plastic one.!!!!!!!
The picture to the left shows 
what it used to be like, but 
now there is tons of light in 
the hallway and it is also 
lighting up parts of the other 
rooms.



Dining hall and extra class room 
!

Here Annet and Paul are halfway setting up the kibanda as we call it down here. We need a place to eat and 
an extra class room. If we can get our solar panels on, maybe we can whip up some computers too??!

!!!
New chairs                          Composting! 

!!!!
!

We have bought chairs for all the kids 
from a local carpenter. This picture is 
from kindergarden level.

!
The picture on the left shows the same !
kind of structure, but ours is obviously !
a lot smaller.!

All our food waste will from now on be tossed in 
here. We are researching what worms to get a 
hold of for more efficient composting inside.



Another sponsor and a little extra… !
Ingvild has found yet another sponsor,  this time Lillian Wanjiku, a disabled girl who can´t walk or express her 
self orally. She is now attending the special school nearby, along with seven other kids who's parents have 
come to ABA School and received sponsors. !!
A fee days ago I saw her in a new uniform and her mother was even happier as it turns out the school 
offered her a job at the same place! Double success for the little family!!

                     !
Results from donated art 

!
Last month, Martin Whatson donated two prints for us to sell on Ebay to collect money for our project. 
Together, they sold for 1300 USD!! Martin, you are amazing! These are the sold prints: !!!!!
                      “Framed”           “Son of man”!!!!!!
We have two more prints up for auction on Ebay, but do to Martins busy schedule, we have to wait a few 
weeks before we continue with this. These two prints are:!!!!
       “Angel”       “One small step”!!! !!! !

Lillian in her new sleeping quarters with mother and staff.



Pool day! 
!

Ingvilds friend Safi is the manager of a backpacker hotel called “Tulia”  which is only a 15 minute drive from 
our school. They invited the kids to come visit and swim in the pool and bought snacks and soda and the 
kids were in heaven!!

! !!

Roadtriiip! (little Hamissi doesn´t drive a lot)  While the bigger kids were fast to jump in the water, the younger 
ones were more reluctant…

There was fear… But luckily not for to long!

As Safi (the manager) 
was so happy having us 
visit, she has invited us 
to come for swimming 
lessons on a regular 
basis! 

Now we just have to find 
a swimming instructor…



!      - Until Beth the tortoise-friend introduced everyone.

The place was filled by different animals as well!                           And once again there was fear :)          

Lunch time                                             Nap time (for the youngest and the oldest)

Trying to roller-skate time



!
Otherwise…. !

Valentines day is a big deal in Kenya, also for the kids!!

Dance african-style to Rihanna time!



!!!!!

Happy times for all of us, happy times to all of you!!!
Sincerely, !
- ABA Crew!!!

Two kids are responsible for helping out each week with chores. Friday they get a little gift…

We have our weekly staff-meeting every Friday. 

Our library is growing.

Adult student Joyce

Beth came with me to 
visit the gang at New 
Hope, the orphanage 
where I used to volunteer.!!
Great to see the kids 
again!

Zeitun when I ask her to smile.      Zeitun when I ask her to laugh.



!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!


